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  Abstract—Indian languages have long history and Sankrit is 

the first language. Panini 's was the first to define Grammar for 
Sanskrit language with about 4000 rules in sixth century BC . The  
Natural Languages are only possible to processes with the English 
character set. It is possible to process other Indian languages by 
translating in to English character set.   The fundamental aspect of 
Natural language processing is Knowledge representation The 
Panini’s Sanskrit Grammar shall be represented in Predicate Logic. 
In this paper Sanskrit grammar is represented in First Order 
Predicate Logic.   The Sanskrit Language character set is translated 
into English character set using Om Transliteration for Sanskrit 
Language Processing   Sanskrit language is processed with the 
Logic Programming using English character set.    
 

  Keywords—Panini’s Sanskrit Grammar, Sanskrit Language 
processing, Logic programming, SWI-Prolog, Om Transliteration.    

 
I.  INTRODUCTION 

  Here is some discussion of  the brief history of Sanskrit 
Language[14, 15]. A particularly important development in 
the history of Indian science that  was to have a profound 
impact on all mathematical treatises that followed was the 
pioneering work by Panini (6th C BC) in the field of Sanskrit 
grammar and linguistics. Besides expounding a 
comprehensive and scientific 
Theory of phonetics, phonology and morphology, Panini 
provided formal production rules and definitions describing 
Sanskrit grammar in his treatise called Asthadhyayi. Basic 
elements such as vowels and consonants, parts of speech such 
as nouns and verbs were placed in classes. The construction 
of compound words and sentences was elaborated through 
ordered rules operating on underlying structures in a manner 
similar to 
    Today, Panini's constructions can also be seen as 
comparable to modern definitions of a mathematical function. 
G G Joseph, in the crest of the peacock argues that the 
algebraic nature of Indian mathematics arises as a 
consequence of the structure of the Sanskrit language. 
Ingerman in his paper titled Panini-Backus form finds 
Panini's notation to be equivalent in its power to that of 
Backus - inventor of the Backus Normal Form used to 
describe the syntax of modern computer languages. Thus 
Panini's work provided an example of a scientific notational 
model that could have propelled later mathematicians to use 
abstract notations in characterizing algebraic equations and 
presenting algebraic theorems and results in a scientific 
format. 
    Philosophical doctrines also had a profound influence on 
the development of mathematical concepts and formulations. 
Like the Upanishadic world view, space and time were 
considered limitless in Jain cosmology. This led  to a deep 
interest in very large numbers and definitions of infinite 
numbers. Infinite numbers were created through recursive 
formulae, as in the Anuyoga Dwara Sutra. Jain 

mathematicians recognized five different types of infinities: 
infinite in one direction, in two directions, in area, infinite 
everywhere and perpetually infinite. Permutations and 
combinations are listed in the Bhagvati Sutras (3rd C BC) 
and Sathananga Sutra (2nd C BC). 
   Jain set theory probably arose in parallel with the Syadvada 
system of Jain epistemology in which reality was described 
in terms of pairs of truth conditions and state changes. The 
Anuyoga Dwara Sutra demonstrates an understanding of the 
law of indeces and uses it to develop the notion of 
logarithms. Terms like Ardh Aached , Trik Aached, and 
Chatur Aached are used to denote log base 2, log base 3 and 
log base 4 respectively. In Satkhandagama various sets are 
operated upon by logarithmic functions to base two, by 
squaring and extracting square roots, and by raising to finite 
or infinite powers. The operations are repeated to produce 
new sets. In other works the relation of the number of 
combinations to the coefficients occurring in the binomial 
expansion is noted. 
   Since Jain epistemology allowed for a degree of 
indeterminacy in describing reality, it probably helped in 
grappling with indeterminate equations and finding numerical 
approximations to irrational numbers. 

Natural Language Processing is challenging area  of  
Research areas in Artificial Intelligence[1, 2, 3, 4,, 5, 7, 8, 9, 
11, 13].   Sanskrit n language processing is one of the 
Research  field in Artificial intelligence [14, 15, 17] .    
Panini defined Sanskrit grammar with 4000 rules long back 
in sixth century B.C.  In the following, The Logical 
representation of Panini’s Grammar is discussed for Sanskrit 
Language. The Sanskrit Language is translated in to English 
character set to processes using Prolog.   
 . The Knowledgebase of Sanskrit is defined in  
English character set for logic programming  using  Om 
Transliteration[11]. The Knowledgebase Sanskrit and Tamil 
in English character set    processed using Prolog. Examples 
are discussed for Sanskrit language processing. 
 

II. LOGIC REPRESENTATION FOR SANSKRIT 
LANGUAGE 

Beattie[2]  presents an introductory review of some 
aspects of the computer processing of natural language  in the 
form of string alphabetic characters, for example, spoken 
word. Applications of such processing in fields like 
information storage and retrieval and computer-assisted 
instruction are discussed for a computer to “understand” 
natural language[3].  

The Sanskrit Language can be processed by defining 
English alphabetic characters using OM SETUP. This 
Sanskrit language representation in English shall be used for 
reasoning with the Sanskrit language 
1. May be, it is.  



Syadasti 
The Logic representation is given by  
Syadasti(x)à Syadasti(x) 
2. May be, it is not  
Syad nasti 
Syad nasti(x)à ¬ Syadasti(x) 
3. May be it is, and it is not at different times  
Syad astinasti 
Syad astinasti(x)àSyadasti(x) Λ Sada nasti(x) Λ ¬ different 
times (x) 
Syad astinasti(x)àSyadasti(x) Λ Sada nasti(x) Λ ¬ asti(x) 
4. May be it is and it is not at the same time and is 
indescribable 
 Syad avaktavya 
Syad avaktavya(x)àSyadasti(x) Λ  asti(x,) Λ  indescribable 
(x)  
Syad avaktavya(x)àSyadasti(x) Λ  asti(x,) Λ   avaktavya (x)  
5. May be it is, and yet indescribable  
The above sentence may be logically equaling to  
May be it is, and not indescribable 
Syad asti avaktavya 
Syad asti avaktavya(x)àSyadasti(x)  Λ  ¬indescribable (x) 
Syad asti avaktavya(x)àSyadasti(x)  Λ  ¬ avaktavya (x) 
6. May be it is not, and also indescribable  
Syad nasti avaktavya 
Syad asti nasti avaktavya(x)à  Sada nasti(x) Λ   
indescribable (x) 
Syad asti nasti avaktavya(x)à ¬ Syadasti(x) Λ  avaktavya (x) 
7. May be it is, and it is not and also indescribable  
Syad asti nasti avaktavya 
Syad asti nasti avaktavya(x)àSyadasti(x) Λ  Sada nasti(x) ) 
Λ   indescribable(x) 
 Syad asti nasti avaktavya(x)àSyadasti(x) Λ  Sada nasti(x) ) 
Λ  avaktavya(x) 
  

III. PROLOG PROGRAMMING 
  The Prolog is a Logic Programming language. The 
knowledge is represented as predicates and Clauses in 
Prolog. Logic programming provides simple resolution 
strategy The simple resolution strategy is  
C(X, Z) :- 
                 A(X,Y), 
                       B(Y, Z)  
It can be  read as “ C(X, Y) is true if A(X, Y) and B(Y,Z) is 
true” 
 The Prolog program for the above clause is 
Predicates 
A(X,Y). 
B(Y,Z). 
Clauses 
C(X,Z):-A(X,Y), B(Y,Z). 
The result will be given for above program for input 
C(X,Z) 
Yes 
For the goal  
C(X,Y) 
no 

A predicate is a relation with name of the relation 
and arguments . The arguments may be contain variables or 
constants. 
for instance 
 

father(x,y)  
father(raama, dasaradha) 
  where father is name of the relation, x and y are variables, 
and raama and dasaradha are constants. 

A clause is combination of and or more predicates 
for the rules. 

For instance 
Grandfather(X, Z) :- father(X, Y) , father (Y, Z) 

Suppose, consider the following facts and rules 
Raama is father of Lava 
Raama is father of Kusha 
Dasaradha is father of Raama 
If X is father of Y  and Y is father of Z then X is Grand father 
of Z 

The Prolog programming may be written SWI-
Prolog 
 father(kusa, raama). 
father(raama, dasaradha). 
father(lava, raama). 
grand_father(lava, dasaradha) :- father(lava, raama),  
father(raama, dasaradha). 
 
 If the goal is given as  
grand_father(lava, dasaradha) 
 
The system will give  
Yes 
 

IV. SANSKRIT   LANGUAGE GENERATION 
USING  Om Transliteration 

        It is not possible to processes Sanskrit directly in Prolog 
because Prolog processes in English. Sanskrit language 
processing, First the Sanskrit language has to be represented 
in English character  set. The Sanskrit language can be 
generated in English character set  using Om Transliteration 
Editor[11].  
    In  Om Transliteration if the sentence is given like this 
“lavaa pitaa raam 
 ” equivalent English sentence “raama is father of lava” 
    
The Sanskrit sentence is  generated  for  “lavaa pitaa raam” 
 
��� ���� ����
 
 The Sanskrit character set shall be generated using 
Om Transliteration 
 
1. May be, it is.  
Syadasti 
 	
��	�
2. May be, it is not  
Syad nasti 
 
�� �	�
3. May be it is, and it is not at different times  
Syad astinasti 
 
	
 ��	��	�
4. May be it is and it is not at the same time and is 
indescribable 
 Syad avaktavya 
 
	
 ����
5. May be it is, and yet indescribable  
Syad asti avaktavya 



 
	
 ��	� ����
6. May be it is not, and also indescribable  
Syad  nasti avaktavya 
 
	
 �	� ����

7. May be it is, and it is not and also indescribable  
(Syad asti nasti avaktavya 	
 ��	� �	� ����

V. SANSKRIT LANGUAGE PROCESSING 
USING PROLOG 

Usually Natural Language Processing will do in English. 
It is  also possible too processes  natural languages like 
Sanskrit  by generating  in English character set . 
   The Sanskrit Language is translated in to Logical form. The 
translated Logical form than represented in Prolog for 
Processing.  

The Sanskrit Language shall be generated in   
English alphabetic character set  using OM SETUP. This 
Sanskrit language representation in English shall be used for 
reasoning   

 
1. May be, it is.  

Syadasti 	
��	�
The Logic representation is 
Syadasti(x) 	
��	����
2. May be, it is not  
Sada nasti �� �	�
 Sada nasti(x)à ¬ Syadasti(x) �� �	����

à ¬ 
	
��	����

3. May be it is, and it is not at different times  
Syad astinasti 	
 ��	��	�
Syad astinasti(x)àSyadasti(x) Λ Sada nasti(x) Λ ¬ asti(x) 

 
	
 ��	��	�

(x)à 	
��	���� Λ
�� �	�

 (x) Λ ¬
��	�

(x) 
4. May be it is and it is not at the same time and is 
indescribable 
 Syad avaktavya 	
 ����
Syad avaktavya(x)àSyadasti(x) Λ  asti(x,) Λ   avaktavya (x)   	
 ����

 (x)à 
�� �	�

 (x) Λ   
��	�

(x)  Λ  
����

 (x) 
5. May be it is, and yet indescribable  
The above sentence may logically equal to  
May be it is, and not indescribable 
Syad asti avaktavya 
Syad asti avaktavya(x)àSyadasti(x)  Λ  ¬avaktavya (x) 

 
	
 ��	� ����

(x)à 
�� �	�

 (x)  Λ  ¬
����

(x) 
6. May be it is not, and also indescribable  
Syad asti nasti avaktavya 	
 ��	� �	� ����
 Syad asti nasti avaktavya (x)à ¬  Syadasti(x) Λ    
avaktavya (x) 
 
	
 ��	� �	� ����

(x)à ¬
�� �	�

 (x)    Λ    
����

(x) 
 
7. May be it is, and it is not and also indescribable  

	
 ��	� �	� ����
Syad asti nasti avaktavya 
Syad asti nasti avaktavya(x)àSyadasti(x) Λ  Sada nasti(x) ) 
Λ  avaktavya(x) 

 
	
 ��	� �	� ����

(x)à
�� �	�

 (x)   Λ  ¬ 
	
��	���� Λ  ����

(x) 
 
Example 1 
 
 Consider an Example for Sanskrit Language 
Processing with Prolog 
The logical sentence can be represented in Prolog and the 
Sanskrit logical sentences can be generated using  Om 
Transliteration 

 Consider the sentences for Sanskrit   
raama is father of lava 
  
The English character set of Sanskrit  of raama is father of 
lava 
lavaa pitaa raam 
The Sanskrit  sentence is generated using Om Transliteration ��� ���� ����
The Prolog representation is  
pitaa (lavaa , raam)  which is equaling to  ���� ���� ����� �
Similarly  it may be followed 
raama is father of  kusa 
kusaa pitaa raam �� �� ���� ����
pitaa (kusaa ,raam) ���� ��� �� ����� �
Dasaradha is father of Raama 
raam pitaa dasaradh ���� ���� �����
pitaa (raam, dasaradh) ���� ����� ������ �
If raama is father of lava  and dhasaradha is  father of raama 
then dhasaradha  is Grand father of lava ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ��� ������ ����������� ���� ������ ��� �������� � ���� �� ��������� ������ �
If X is father of Y  and Y is father of Z then X is Grand father 
of Z 

X
���� � � � ���� � � ������ �

 ������������� ���������� ���������
     The  Prolog programming is defined in SWI-Prolog  

 
 pitaa(lavaa , raam).  
pitaa(kusaa ,raam). 
pitaa(raam, dasaradh). 
pitaamahaa(kusaa,dasaradh):-pitaa(kusaa,raam),  
pitaa(raam,dasaradh). 
 
If  the goal  is given  �� !!"!#!!

 (kusaa ,dasaradh) 
 



The answer is given by the system   
 
yes 

If the predicate is given to Prolog 

 �� !!"!#!!
 (kusaa ,dasaradha) 

  
The answer is given by the system 

Yes 
If the predicate is given to Prolog 

 �� !!"!#!!
 .( raam, dasaradh) 

The answer is given by the system 
no 
 
Which is equivalent in Sanskrit Language Processing  
 
 

 
���� ���� ����� ����� ��� �� ����� ����� ����� ������ ���������� ��� ���� ���� ������� ��� ��	 ��� �������	 �� ���� ��
If  the goal  is given  ��������� ��� ����� �

The answer is given by the system   
 

 �����
 
Example 2 
 
Syadasti(x) 
 Syad nasti(x)à ¬ Syadasti(x) 
Syad asti nasti avaktavya (x)à ¬  Syadasti(x) Λ    
avaktavya (x) $#�%# �& '()!*'+  ,
Syad asti nasti avaktavya (x)à Sada nasti(x) Λ    avaktavya 
(x)
Syad asti nasti avaktavya(x)àSyadasti(x) Λ  Sada nasti(x) ) 
Λ  avaktavya(x) 
   
Which is equalent in Sanskrit Language Processing 
  	
��	������ �	����

à ¬ 
	
��	����	
 ��	� �	� ����

(x)à ¬ 
	
��	����   Λ    

����
(x) 

Which is equalent to  
 
	
 ��	� �	� ����

(x)à 
�� �	�

 (x)    Λ    
����

(x)  

 
	
 ��	� �	� ����

(x)à
�� �	�

 (x)   Λ  ¬ 
	
��	���� Λ  ����

(x ) 
Prolog Programming is defined in SWI-Prolog 

 syadasti(x). 
syad_nasti(x). 
avaktavya(x).  
syad_nasti_avaktavya(x):-syad_nasti(x), avaktavya(x). 

syad_asti_nasti_avaktavya(x):- syadasti(x), 
syad_nasti_avaktavya(x).-.  #' /,!* �& /�0'+  ,  #' &1& '"
 syad_asti_nasti_avaktavya(x): 
 
The system is given as 
 
yes 
 

.VI. CONCLUSION 
 

  The Natural Languages are only possible to processes 
with the English character set. It is possible to process other 
Indian languages by translating in to English character set. 
The main issue of Natural Language is Knowledge 
Representation.  Om Transliteration will provide Indian Language 
character set into English character.  The Sanskrit Grammar 
representation in English Character set is discussed. The Logic 
representation of Panini’s Sanskrit Grammar is studied for 
Knowledge Representation.   Sanskrit Language Processing using 
Logic Programming for Panini's Sanskrit Grammar is studied. SWI-
Prolog is used for Sanskrit Language Processing. Simple examples 
are taken for study Sanskrit Language Processing. Once 
Sanskrit is translated into English character set, it is as usual 
processing in English. 
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